
No Longer Teaching

For the first fifteen years of my teaching career, I had told anyone who asked, and even 
those who didn’t, that they would never find a job more enjoyable than teaching. 

I meant it.
	
 I had never known more happiness, more pride, nor more creative energy than what I had 
gained from teaching.  My earliest experiences inside a stable, old-school system willing to 
integrate a few new teachers each year, had allowed me to work collaboratively with a variety of 
highly experienced peers – professionals who, while granting me ample opportunity to teach on 
my own, had yet expected me to lean upon them, to ask them questions, and to watch them in 
action.  

Our large Language Arts department had met often, and on our own, without an  
administrative intervention.  As recognized, state-licensed professional educators, we had 
discussed a variety of academic concerns, doing what we could to solve instructional and 
disciplinary issues as they arose.  Although I was never totally on my own, I soon began to thrive 
in an organically creative world able to offer me the freedom to reach out to the students in my 
classroom.  

To reach out; to take risks; to try new ideas.  
To make my own interpretation of lessons, and – when needed?
To learn from my own mistakes.

	
 But, then?
	
 Ah well, then.  
	
 A suddenly “benevolent” NCLB:
	
 Soon put a stop to that.

As the years of a retaliatory accountability grew increasingly callous, the invasive 
dictates behind reform soon forced not only me but the larger percent of my traditional school’s 
teaching staff away from the much-loved positions we had held at Central High.  Via the growing 
detachment now emanating from our frustrated (and much too often antagonistic) Human 
Resources’ office, I found myself shuffled not back into a high school assignment, but sent, 
instead, to work at a middle school so far across town that – due to that winter’s endlessly icy 
weather – I recurrently spent hour-long drives hunched painfully over the steering wheel of my 
car. 

Thrown abruptly into the disorder which tumbled about inside my newly assigned and 
innovation overwhelmed building – a building where administrator after administrator came and 
went – it didn’t take long to ascertain that, at my immovably appointed middle school?  

Few policies, including any which pertained to discipline, ever stayed continually in 
place.  And that those policies which did stay in place?
	
 Were seldom consistently or predictably enforced.
	
 Teaching, I will always brag, is my forte.  I am good at it.  

After twenty years in the business, on my best days?  
I am even very good at it.   
But; if you hire me; if you seriously wish me to do my best; if you expect me to be 

successful with the largest number possible of complexly diverse students randomly collected 
together into a too-hot or too-cold classroom – oh, you’ll have to offer me consistently ordered 
and predictably stable disciplinary services.  

And?



You’ll have to trust me to do what I think is best for the kids waiting for me there,  inside 
my classroom.

These are simply the facts, Jack.
You take disciplinary support away?  
You don’t let me do my job because, in your oh-so-caring Big Money jump at reform, 

you end up placing a full responsibility for aggressive student disruptions, excessive student 
absences, shocking student language, unendingly petty violations of dress code, the frustrations 
of special-needs students no longer receiving services, the palpable malaise attached to a mind-
bogglingly poor nutrition and (increasingly in über-political years) the debilitating instability 
attached to a burgeoning economic inequity – well, you go ahead and stack all of this directly 
onto my shoulders?  

And then you tell me through blame, labeling, and endlessly applied test-score threats, 
that this is all my burden?   

As a means to compassionately “fix” my school, you tell me that I no longer have the 
right to listen to my own educator’s instincts, my own creative energies, and my own honest 
connection to the students seated right there, in front of me; you tell me that I may no longer 
instruct what I know to be relevant and in the manner most suited to my ability, and I will tell 
you, straight out, no vacillating, no namby-pamby pussy-footing here: 

That I am no longer teaching.


